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1 Project Background  
 
Against the background of a raising number of refugees and IDPs, due to migration within Europe due to 
the war in Syria and Ukraine and the “old” IDPs from the wars in the 1990ies in the Caucasus, the project 
would like to provide youth workers from Western and Eastern Europe with a platform debating reasons 
and effects of migration as well as approaches and concrete activities for addressing aspects of inclusion 
and supporting young people in the challenging process of inclusion.  
 
Thus, the project proposal aims to strengthen the competences of youth workers and youth leaders in 
finding adequate approaches for fostering the inclusion and empowerment of marginalized young people 
of migration and minority background.  
 
This since youth inclusion and empowerment are challenging tasks, the project is composed of two training 
courses, each tackling different aspects of inclusion and empowerment work that youth workers face in 
their work.  
 
The first training course looks at migration in general terms including its reasons and effects as well as at 
the resulting integration challenges for young migrants and young people of minority background. 
Additionally, it will explore with the participants the role of youth work in contributing to the inclusion of 
young people with migration and minority background.  
 
The second training course is dedicated to youth empowerment by educational means of non-formal 
education. The course has the character of a training of trainers with a specific focus on how to aid young 
people’s development of self-confidence, trust in own abilities, and initiative taking, but it will also include 
aspects of project design for youth empowerment work. 
 
As a result the participants shall be enabled to design, implement and evaluate their own projects and/ or 
educational programs on youth inclusion and youth empowerment. 
 
Aim of the training course:  
To strengthen the participants competences in youth empowerment and youth inclusion work 
 
Objectives of the training course:  

● To strengthen the understanding of inclusion challenges for young migrants and minority youth 
● To explore the role of youth work in inclusion and empowerment work for young migrants and 

minority youth 
● To increase the quality of project design of inclusion and empowerment projects for young migrants 

and minority youth 
● To create transnational partnerships on youth inclusion and youth empowerment among youth 

organizations  
 
Content of the training course:  

● Understandings of reasons and effects of migration 
● Approaches to inclusion and empowerment work with young people 
● Role of youth in processes of inclusion   
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Partners and Countries  
 

Country  Organisation  
Germany European Intercultural Forum e. V. 
Armenia Youth Cooperation Center of Dilijan YCCD NGO 
Georgia Academy for Peace and Development 
Ukraine Bila Tserkva Regional Civic Organization 'Association 'People' 
Ukraine Vinnytsia Regional Center for Information KREATIV 
France Pistes Solidaires Méditerranée 
Hungary MeOut Association 
Turkey Türkiye Avrupa Vakfı 
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2 Program of the Training Course  
 

 Mon, 19/09/16 Tue, 20/09/16 Wed, 21/09/16 Thu, 22/09/16 Fri, 23/09/16 Sat, 24/09/16 Sun, 25/09/16 Mon, 26/09/16 Tue, 27/09/16 
8:30-
9:30 

A
rr

iv
al

 
Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast Breakfast 

09:30-
11:00 

Get to Know Each 
Other 

Terms of Migration 
“Can I come 

in?” 
Labels 

Inclusion, 
Participation & 

Diversity 

Case Study: ReDI 
School 

Next Steps 

D
eparture 

11:00-
11:30 

Coffee Break Coffee Break Coffee Break Coffee Break Coffee Break Coffee Break Coffee Break 

11:30-
13:00 

Team Building Terms of Migration 
“Can I come 

in?” 
Labels & 

Stereotypes 
Best Practices in 

Youth Work 

Case Study: 5 
Myths about 

Refugees in Uganda 
Evaluation 

13:00-
15:00 

Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch Lunch 

15:00-
16:30 Team Building 

Effects, Challenges, 
Reasons and Forms 

of Migration 
“The Refugee” Identity & Values 

Excursion 
 

Harvest Fest 
Dilijan 

Myths & Realities 
in Our 

Communities 

Personal 
Reflection 

16:30-
17:00 

Coffee Break Coffee Break Coffee Break Coffee Break Coffee Break Coffee Break 

17:00-
18:30 

Programme & 
Expectations 

“Comfort Zone” 
 

Preparation Fairy 
Tale Evening 

“The Refugee” 
Inclusion & 
Diversity 
Carousel 

Myths & Realities 
in Our 

Communities Personal 
Reflection 

18:30-
19:00 

Daily Reflection Daily Reflection Daily Reflection Daily Reflection Daily Reflection 

19:00- 
20:00 

Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner Dinner 
Traditional 

Dinner 

Dinner 
Dinner and 

Farewell Party 20:30 Welcoming Free Space 
Intercultural 
“Fairy Tale” 

Evening 
Movie Evening Concert Free Space 
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3 Educational Programme – Narrative Description 
 
 
Day 1 - 19.09.2016 
 
Participants and team members arrived to Dilijan at different times at the arrival day. This evening there 
was just informal opening with snacks and drinks provided by coordinators. 
 
Session 1: Welcoming 
 
Objectives 

- To welcome all participants to Dilijan, Armenia 
- To get to know one another better 
- To break the ice 

 
Activities 

1. Accessories 
The trainer offered to the participants to think about two things that is true about themselves, and one, 
that is untrue. Then they can use any materials in order to create any type of accessories and write those 
three things on them. Afterword they were asked to walk around the room and talk to each other and 
guess which sentences are true and which not.  
 
Outcomes 

- Participants started to be more familiar with one another. 
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Day 2 - 20.09.2016 
 
During the day participants had some ice-breaking and teambuilding activities. They could also explore 
the city during the day. In the second part of the day program already contained very little of topic of the 
seminar. 
 
Session 1: Get to know each other 
 
Objectives 

- To have participants an opportunity to get to know each other better 
- To learn and remember each other’s names 
- To get to know surrounding of the venue 

 
Activities 

1. Morning walk 
 The trainer provided the participants with the questions written on the small papers. Each participant got 
a question and she/he was supposed to talk about this questions during the walk around the town (Please, 
see the questions in Annex). 

2. Lining up 
Participant are asked to stand on the line facing to the trainer standing in front of them. Then the trainer 
asks them to organize themselves in the way that on the right side stands people with the lowest age and 
on the left side- oldest one, but they should do it without talking.  
 
Outcomes 

- Participants got to know more about each other, and feel more familiar 
- Participants have seen the town around 

 
 
Session 2: Teambuilding 
 
Objectives 

- To get to know each other 
- To learn and remember each other’s names better 
- To start to build the group 
- To bring a topic of the seminar into the process smoothly 

 
Activities 

1. Names into the circle 
Participants stand into the circle. They are asked to say their name and also one thing that they would 
take in migration with. First person says, then second repeated first one’s and also says his/her one’s, 
then third one repeats things of previous two person and it goes on with the same rule until the last 
participant. 

2. Name behind the curtain 
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The group is divided into two part. The trainers hold a curtain in the middle and two group sitting on the 
opposite sides of it. Then one representative from each group sits right in front of the curtain, so that they 
are not able to see each other. The trainers count and moves the curtain down. The aim of these two 
participants is to say the name of the participant who is sitting in front of her/him. Who loses, moves into 
opposite group.  

3. Migration in a word 
Participants are asked to take time and think individually about what is the migration associated with. Then 
to try to put it into one word and write it on the paper. Afterword they come into the big group, sit in the 
circle and present their association and the word that they have written on the paper.  
 
Outcomes 

- The Participant know the names of the group-members better. 
- The participants feel more has got more familiar and opened in the group 
- The participants start thinking about the topic of the seminar 

 
 
Session 3: Teambuilding 
 
Objectives 

- To create atmosphere of collaboration among participants 
- To start to build the group 
- To create trust between participants 
- To Set up first working rules 

 
Activities 

1. Energizer Imaginary Machine 
One of the participant is asked to start movement as if it was a detail of the whole imagined machine. 
Then rest of the participant are asked to join him/her one by one with some movements as if they were 
other details of that machine.  

2. Magic carpet 
Trainer puts a carpet on the floor and asks all participant to stand on it. Then he asks participants to turn 
the carpet over in a way, that none of participants steps out the carpet, but keeping standing on it.  

3. Chair exercise 
The trainer puts 7 chairs in a certain position, and give a task to participants to move to the car that stands 
in front of them, 15 meters away. During the movement they should stay on the chairs, if anyone touches 
the ground in process, they will have to start from the beginning. 

4. Social Contract 
The trainer asks the group to think during a minute and think about what should happen, what will you 
need in order you to feel comfortable and safe while working during the week. 
 
Outcomes 
After the exercise participants had time to reflect on process and discuss team work. The participants 
have reflected on how group dynamics work. The participant have experienced collaboration process while 
doing common tasks. During the debriefing of the chair exercise participants discussed: 

● It was difficult to trust others while mowing from chair to chair, but later it became better. 
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● Close physical contact was not comfortable 
● It was difficult to discuss and agree on a common principles/strategy in the beginning 
● From the unorganized and ineffective process we saw we had to collaborate 

 
One participant was late and she was not invited by the group to involve in the game/process. The trainer 
ask why has it happened. The participants were mentioning: 

● I thought she didn’t want participation 
● I thought to ask her but I didn’t 
● It’s not possible the group to be supportive, but person should be proactive 
● It was just technical misunderstanding 
● We needed to be more attentive and empathic 

 
The trainer states that very often we make our own assumptions about facts but it need to be checked as 
we don’t know all the info about the contexts and behaviors of the people. 
During Social Contract exercise participants were mentioning that in the process from the group they need: 

● Honesty  
● Empathy  
● Trust  
● Respect  
● Listening 
● Being friendly 
● Non-violent 
● Passionate 
● Participation 
● Openness 
● Inclusion 
● Care 
● Checking assumption 
● Cooperation 
● Being initiative 

 
 
Session 4: Programme & Expectations 
 
Objectives 

- To inform participant about the background of the seminar 
- To inform participants about general content of the seminar 
- To explain the methodological framework of the seminar 
- To have participant an opportunity to reflect and talk about their expectations regarding the seminar 

 
Activities 

1. Background of the project 
The project coordinator talked about how the idea of the project was born. Talked about main challenges 
that contemporary youth work faces in the field.  

2.  General content of the week 
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The trainer talks about the main components of the topic migration that will be discussed during the week. 
He explained general logical flow how it will start and develop. 

3.  Non-formal Education 
The trainer presented and talked about an educational approach that would be used during the seminar. 
He talked about the main differences between formal and non-formal education. 
 
Outcomes 

- The participants are aware of the project background - why and how the organizers plan and 
implement this type of seminar. 

- The participants got the information about the general logical flow of the content of the week. 
- The participants are aware of the methodological approach of the seminar and understand the 

difference between formal and non-formal education.  
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Day 3 - 21.09.2016 
 
For this day the participants were offered different type of activities. It seemed quite full in comparison of 
the previous day, as here the group started to get into the topic of the seminar. During the day participants 
could go through all the main terms related with Migration. They got also time to get to know the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights. In the end of the day participants traveled in their “Comfort Zones”. For the 
evening, they organized “Intergalactic Fairy-Tale Evening”.  
 
 
Session 1 - Terms of Migration 
 
Objectives 

- Participants to aware of the program of the week 
- To clarify technical issues regarding process 
- Participants to be aware of the main terms related the topic of the seminar 

 
Activities 

1. Energizer: Toaster 
Please, see the description of the energizer in ANNEX. 

2. Feedback on Feedback 
 The trainer gave a feedback on the feedback that was taken out from the daily reflection of the previous 
day. He commented on the concerns, questions or needs that was heard during the reflection. 

3. Independence Day of Armenia 
The trainer briefly talked about the history around the Independence Day of Armenia.  

4. The key terms 
The trainer divides the participants into four groups. Then gives to each of them couple of the terms that 
is related to the topic of the Migration. Afterword, they get the time of forty minutes to look for or create 
the definition of the each term. 
 
Outcomes 

- The participants are aware of the main terms in the field of Migration (see the terms and definitions 
in the ANNEX). 

 
 
Session 2 - Terms of Migration 
 
Objectives 

- The participants have an opportunity to present and discuss the main terms related with Migration 
 
Activities 

1. Presentation of the terms 
The groups of participants presented the definitions they have created or found. They got the whole 
session for that. Groups could be as creative as they wanted and use all the materials.  
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Outcomes 
The participants could get information about different terms in the field of Migration. They could get extra 
clarifications from the trainer specialized in the topic. 
 
 
Session 3 – Effects, Challenges, Reasons and Forms of Migration 
 
Objectives 

- To get to know the main reasons and causes of migration 
- To get to know the universal declaration of human rights 

 
Activities 

1. Energizer: Hide and Seek 
2. Reasons, Forms, Challenges and Effects of Migration 

For the beginning of the session the trainer asked participants to go into the same groups, as they have 
been during the previous session. Then they got printed papers, where they had texts about Challenges, 
Reasons, Effects and Forms of the Migration. They had twenty minutes for preparation and after that 
groups presented those four components outside in the yard.  

3. Universal Declaration of Human Rights 
Participants got printed Universal Declaration of Human Rights. They had 30 minutes to read and choose 
three of the rights, that they thought most important. After that, they went into small groups and chose 
three most important rights for the groups, that they were supposed to present. After the presentations 
trainer explained that there are no preferences between human rights of the universal declaration, but 
each of them is equal, and as a person is born, she/he gets them. 
 
Outcomes 

- The participants are aware of the main aspects of the Migration. 
- The participants are familiar with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 

 
 
Session 4 – “Comfort Zone” & Preparation of Fairy Tale Evening 
 
Objectives 

- To reflect on the participants’ criteria of comfort zone 
- To prepare for the intercultural evening 

 
Activity 

1. Comfort Zone 
The trainers prepared a cozy atmosphere with candles and music. The trainer asked the participants to 
sit or lie down, or find any other position that is the most comfortable for them. Then he read the text 
(Please, find the text in ANNEX ). After text was read, the trainer asked the participants what they have 
felt. Some of participants was mentioning, that she/he: was at the rock concert; has been discussing with 
the friends; was on the seaside; was hiking on the snowy mountain; was in the worm rain. Then, the trainer 
was asking: what makes feel comfortable? The options from participants were: when a person share their 
emotion to me; when I have people around who is important for me; when I have certain plan.  
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Outcomes 

- The participants got time and context to think about the conditions and situations where they feel 
themselves comfortable.  

 
 
International Fairy-Tale Evening  
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Day 4 - 22.09.2016 
 
During the day the group had a simulation game and then thought about the reality that a single refugee 
person might have in different countries. During the simulation different groups experienced different 
positions of the migration process. Later, one the example of the imagined person, they tried to reflect 
what kind of situations might experience a refugee in their countries.  
 
 
Session 1: Can I come in? 
 
Objectives 

- To develop knowledge and understanding about refugees and their rights 
- To practice skills to present arguments and make judgments. 
- To promote solidarity with people who are suddenly forced to leave their homes 

 
Activities 

1.  Energizer: Rock, Paper, Scissors ( Please, see the description in ANNEX) 
2.  Can I come in? 

The trainer divided the group into two parts and gave the participants different roles. There was two roles- 
one, who represented government side, and another role was refugees. There was the role of the 
observers as well. There was a line in the middle of the room, and groups were positioning themselves on 
the opposite sides of the line. Instruction was that only one of the refugees could enter the country, others 
had to wait couple of the days. Officials could ask the questions, and refugees were supposed to act 
according to their roles.  

 
 
Outcomes 

- The participants could experience different situations that happens during the migration process. 
 
 
Session 2 - Can I come in? 
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Objectives 
- The participants reflect on the experience the got during the simulation 
- Different perspectives of the different actors in the migration process are discussed and reflected. 

 
Activities 

1. Reflection on the simulation 
The trainer started the session with asking observers what they have seen, what has happened. One of 
the observers said, that he was a bit confused how officials were approaching the refugees. Another one 
mentioned, that the officials should be more supportive in the process of family unification. She added that 
questions from the officials were not always clear, e.g. they were asking the refugees about how much 
money they have. Another observer mentioned that the officials should be more empathic toward the 
refugees. 
The participants, who had different roles, were saying that sometimes they didn’t behaved nice in the role 
of officials, but it was the rule. Another one mentioned, that the border controller was more difficult for her, 
because she felt big responsibility for letting people enter in the country or not. Here, the trainer made a 
comment, that there are also different roles in the real life, and that with this simulation trainers wanted 
the participants to see for what kind of behavior we are ready in the different roles in the different contexts. 

2. Group work 
After the reflection, the trainer divided the participants into small groups and gave a task with an 
instructions to discuss the realities in their countries regarding migration processes and formalities. Each 
group had to present their task with a painting. 
 

 
 
Outcomes 

- The participants reflected on different aspects of migration process and issues related with 
refugees 

 
 
Session 3: “The Refugee” 
 
Objectives 

- To generate awareness of the problems refugees and migrants face in the host countries 
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- To look into the issues of exclusion and integration and our perceptions about different people and 
countries 

- To understand reality faced by refugees and migrants 
 
Activities 

1. Energizer: Color and the part of the body (Please, see the description in Annex) 
2. Story of Miriam 

The trainer divided the group into four and gave them a general story and description of one imagined 
refugee, who was called Miriam. The participants in the mixed groups were sharing opinions and 
discussed how Miriam would be treated in their countries, what kind of support or challenges she would 
experience and how her life would go.  
 
Outcomes 

- The participants are aware of the different attitudes that the refugee experiences in the different 
countries 

- The participants have re-thought the reality that the refugee face in their country 
 
 
Session 4: “The Refugee” 
 
Objectives 

- The participants have an opportunity to reflect on the situation of their countries regarding refugee 
and IDP issues. 

 
Activities 

1. Story of Miriam – Country Group 
Based on the previous session, the participants were asked to go into country groups, and think about all 
challenges that Miriam, as a refugee would meet in their countries, and present it afterword. 
 
Outcomes 
The participants reflect on the reality that the refugee and IDPs faces in their countries and share it to the 
whole group. The country groups presented the following: 

● Ukraine: The refugees have no language classes. The government do not support enough to 
IDPs. 

● Hungary: There is negative attitudes in the society toward the refugees. They don’t have good 
accommodation conditions. 

● Armenia: The refugees and language barrier and poor living conditions. 
● Georgia: IDPs have bad living conditions and lack of support from the government. 
● France: The refugees face negative attitudes in the administrative organizations. They have 

language barrier and bad living conditions as well.  
● Germany: The refugees lack of opportunities to communicate with the local community. They 

don’t have much to do in the refugee centers. They face a lot of bureaucracy problems. 
● Turkey: The refugees have bureaucracy problems and lack job opportunities. 
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Day 5 - 23.09.2016 
 
The day was dedicated to the topics of identity and stereotypes. The day started with the “Label Game” 
that appeared to be a bit touchy for some participants. Later they did exercises and group work activities 
about how values, stereotypes and identities are constructed. In the evening Anne’s birth day was 
celebrated. 
 
 
Session 1: Labels 
 
Objectives 

- To explore the relationships between what is expected of us and how we behaviors.   
- To raise awareness of the effect of our own behavior on others 
- To start discussions about the effects of stereotyping migrants, refugees and IDPs  

 
Activities 

1. Introducing the timetable  
Trainer presents the timetable of the day and shortly described the activities. 

2. Labels 
Each participant gets a label that should be stick on the forehead. The participants are asked to clean the 
room – which was completely messy purposefully organized by the trainers - with having the label on the 
forehead and treat to each other according to their labels. 

3. Walking Outside 
After debriefing the game in the room, trainers asked the group to get into pairs or trios and to discuss the 
Label exercise. And after the walk they gathered in the garden outside. The trainers offered small 
breathing exercise after which the group was asked how they feel in this moment. 
 
Outcomes 

- After the Label game there was a discussion about the process. Part of participants understood 
what has been written on their label, but some of them didn’t. The trainer asked the group about 
their feelings. Some of them mentioned that it was funny in the beginning, but later on, after feeling 
attitudes from other people, it made them feel sad. The participant who had positive label, felt 
comfortable. Some of them had mixed feelings. Some of them were confused and irritated, 
because people treated them in a way that doesn’t fit to her real character. One participant 
mentioned that the label somehow influenced on her behavior. The trainer asked what the reason 
was for that, and the participants mentioned that how people treated to them during the exercise 
somehow changed their behavior. Trainer asked to take a minute and think whether we treat other 
people according to some labels without knowing much about them in the real life. Comments 
were, that sometimes you have some reason for that behavior in a certain way, but people 
generalizes on us. 

- Sentence after walk: weird, frustrated, calm, touched, relaxed, was educational, better than during 
the game, thoughtful 

 
Session 2: Labels & Stereotypes 
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Objective 

- The participants reflect on the stereotypes that exist in the society regarding refugees and IDP 
- The participants understand the difference between labels(individual) and stereotypes(group) 
- The participants reflect on the effects that that is caused by individual labeling 

 
Activities 

1. Top Ten Label 
The group is divided into small groups and asked to think and share labels about groups in their home 
countries with the special focus on refugees, migrants, IDPs and ethnic minorities, and afterword to agree 
on the ten strongest labels that effects on those people’s life and discuss it. The group gets 30 minutes 
for that. Then they gather back into the seminar room and share how the process was.  
 
Outcomes 
During the discussion about the group work, the trainer asks what comes first, Labels or Stereotypes. 
Some of participants were for stereotypes, some of them for labels. Labels that were mentioned by the 
participants: 

● Week (toward IDPs) 
● Not intelligent (toward Roma people) 
● Dirty and smelly (toward Roma people) 
● Not esthetic (toward Roma people) 
● Complaining (toward emigrated people from Armenia) 
● Not civilize (toward ethnic minorities) 
● Lazy (toward refugees) 
● Not respectful (toward IDPs) 
● Terrorists (toward refugees) 
● Untidy (toward refugees) 
● Pure (toward IDPs) 
● Greedy (toward refugees) 
● Rude (toward refugees) 
● Traitor/not Patriot (toward refugee) 
● Drinker and stupid (toward Russians) 
● Thief (toward migrants) 

 
 
Session 3: Identity and Values 
 
Objectives 

-  To give a space to participants to reflect on main characteristics of their identity 
- To understand and reflect on their values and its impact on their lives 
- To link the values and identity to the work they do/will do related with the topic of the seminar 

 
Activities 

1. Identity 
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The trainer opened the session with talking about identity. The trainer asks the participants to think about 
what kind of identities are most important and write them on the paper. On the second round the trainer 
asked the participants to write down 10 more identities. Afterword they got time to discuss those identities 
in pairs. For the next round participants, individually, should choose three, the most important values and 
put it in the box that is in the middle of the circle. The trainer mixes them in the box and asks participants 
to take from the box three papers randomly. Then the process continued like that: participants walked 
around the room with this papers, where the values are written, and try to find the owner of the value and 
discuss what this value means for her/him. Afterword the group got time to think about how those tree 
values are linked with the work they are doing with the refugees or with the work that they will do in the 
future. 
 
Outcomes 
While reflecting on the process participants mentioned that while talking about others’ values they found 
them interesting and acceptable. But some of them were not, e.g. value of leadership. The participants 
were mentioning that when you find people with similar values, you feel good and strengthened. 

- How our values and work might be connected: 
● Honesty creates trustful environment 
● Tolerance helps relationship with target group 
● Equality and liberty helps to create equal atmosphere 
● Proper communication makes relationship more effective 
● Trust is supportive in a work process to make other people to trust you 
● Empathy helps us to understand needs of target group 
● To respect difference creates positive context 
● Trusting to the other person makes her/him bright, empowered and hopeful 
● Solidarity empowers and motivates me during the work 

 
 
Session 4: Inclusion & Diversity Carousel 
 
Objectives 

- The participants have an opportunity to discover different perspectives related with the field of 
migration 

- The participants critically re-think current situation in regard of policies, attitudes and systems that 
is connected with migration process 

 
Activities 

1. Inclusion and Diversity Carousel 
Two circles were done in the room in a way that one circle is in the second one, and people in the inner 
circle was facing the outer circle. The trainer asks the questions and pairs from big and small circle discuss 
those statements (Please, see the statements in Annex). After every question inner or outer circle moves 
to different direction in order the participants to talk to different people. 
Afterword the trainer asked to use Socrates’ method and ask questions about the questions that were 
asked by the facilitator. The trainer collected the questions on the flipchart. Then the whole group was 
divided into 4 groups, each of them chose one question from the flipchart. They got 25 minutes to find the 
answer/ solution for the questions and present them in any way. The presentations were done next day. 
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Outcomes 

- Some of participants mentioned that it was difficult to agree or not agree on the statements the 
trainer were giving. 

- Questions came out from the participants:  
● What is most important? 
● If inclusion is forced, is it real inclusion? 
● Who defines our values? 
● What is diversity? 
● What can we do to prevent exclusion by government? 
● What is called successful inclusion? 
● What are the policies of government 
● What is real participation?  
● How to measure participation and inclusion? 
● Is a bureaucracy against participation? 
● How do we know they want to be included? 
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Day 6 - 24.09.2016 
 
For this day participants had a lot to present. They started with the presentations of the questions coming 
from the previous day. Afterword the trained made a PowerPoint presentation about Diversity, Inclusion 
and Participation. The last activity was the world-cafe method, where participants could present their 
NGOs where they work or volunteer and what they are doing. For the second part of the day the whole 
group went for the Harvest Festival that was out of the town and had traditional Armenian dinner in the 
evening. 
 
 
Session 1: Inclusion, Participation & Diversity 
 
Objectives 

- The participants get the information about general definitions of Diversity, Inclusion and 
Participation 

 
Activities 

1. Presentation of group work findings on questions of the previous day 
• 1st group: “How can we measure Inclusion and Participation?” 
• 2nd group: “There is no forced Inclusion” 
• 3rd group: “Assimilation or Diversity” 
2. Sociometric exercise 

One person was reading the statements. Two participants were standing on the opposite sides holding 
YES and NO. After the statements were read, participants were positioning themselves how much they 
agreed or not. The statements were: 

● Propaganda of the media or government influenced on your values. 
● Religion has influenced on your values. 
● My profession and job have influenced on your values. 
● Films and books have influenced on your values. 
● The society influenced on your values. 
● The family influenced on your values. 
● Your origin and ethnic background have influenced on your values. 
● Other things have influenced on your values. 
● You, yourself have influenced on your values. 
● Educational and educational system have influenced on your values. 
3. Inclusion, Diversity and Participation 

The trainer makes a PowerPoint presentation. Here he brings the definitions of the key terms that were 
used during the seminar, such as Inclusion, Diversity, Participation (Please, find the presentation in 
Annex). 
 
 
Outcomes 
During the presentation participants discussed different issues and new question appeared, e.g. how can 
the government influences on the opinion of the majority if it’s against inclusion?: 
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- What kind of bases do we need of inclusion? - the most important condition is rights to be protected. 
There was a comment on it that because the context is changed a lot, then those rights, that is 
social contract, needs to be revised.  

- While talking about diversity, the trainer mentioned and explained the term of “Hybrid Identities”. 
- While talking about assimilation there was an issue mentioned whether educational system support 

existing of diverse opinions, cultures. 
- The following question was discussed: does going of children who come from different cultures to 

local schools support inclusion or not?  
- The question was discussed: “Is not-voting Participation?” 

 
 
Session 2: Best Practices in Youth Work 
 
Objectives 

- The participants have an opportunity to share their own experience 
- The group get to know what is its members experience and background in the field 

 
Activities 

1. NGO fair 
The trainer gives an instruction about how they are supposed to do a presentation about what they are 
doing or have done in their countries/organizations related with the field. 
 
Outcomes 
The participants explored the work field, the approaches and examples of project activities that the other 
participants are working on in their NGOs. 
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Excursion - Harvest Festival Dilijan  
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Day 7 - 25.09.2016 
 
The day was dedicated to working on cases. The trainer showed TED video about successful campaign 
in Berlin. Afterword, small groups got reading materials about successful case of employing refugees in 
Uganda. 
 
 
Session 1: Case Study: ReDI School 
 
Objective 

- To give participants an opportunity to discuss and deconstruct the best cases and practices in the 
field. 

 
Activities 

1. Redi School TED-Talk 
The group watched the TED video from Anne Kjaer Riechert “Hacking the refugee crisis”. Before that the 
trainer gave an instruction to take following questions in consideration and as guidelines for the 
presentations: 

● What is Anne’s story, what is her values? 
● With whom she works? 
● Who is her target group? 

 
Afterword participants did presentations of what they had worked on. 
 
Outcomes 
The participants have learned about successful case of working for refugee in Berlin. 
 
 
Session 2: Case from Uganda 
 
Objectives 

- The participants learn about a successful approach in dealing with employment problem of 
refugees in Uganda. 

 
Activities 

1. Uganda 
The trainer introduced the case study about Uganda - a success-story of employing refugees. The 
participants got handouts for reading, time for exploring the respective myth existing about refugees in 
Uganda, and were asked to prepare a short presentation about their findings. 
 
Outcomes 
The participants became aware of the principles and success of employing refugees in Uganda. 
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Session 3-4: Myths & Realities in Our Communities 
 
Objectives 

- The participants have an opportunity to reflect on stereotypes and prejudices regarding IDPs, 
migrants and refugees in different countries 

- The participants formulate the core problem they want to address by their projects 
 
Activities 

1. Myths and realities in the countries 
Participants were asked to choose one group from Migrants, Refugees or IDPs, and to go into country 
groups and write down myths and realities what is related with those chosen group. After working in 
country groups they went into mixed groups in order to discuss and present what are common and different 
challenges for migrants in their countries. 

2. Defining Problems 
After presentations of the myths and realities, the participants were asked to think and define a problem 
that exists in their own communities related to the presented issues and that they would like to work on. 
They got time to think about it and to write it into one sentence on the A4 paper. Later, the participants 
formed groups of three people, and just share their problems. After that each participant presents his/her 
problem.  
 
Outcomes 
Problems that participants formulated to work on: 

● David - The water supply system doesn’t work good in IDP settlement in Zugdidi. 
● Anne- Refugees mostly have to live apart (in the camps, collective centers). 
● Armine- Refugees don’t speak proper Armenian. 
● Julia- IDPs can’t find jobs. 
● Nicole- Refugees have a lack of alphabetization courses. 
● Oksana- The society has a lot of stereotypes toward IDPs 
● Emese- Eastern Hungary is economically (underdeveloped), A lot of racist youth 

there. 
● Mariam (from Armenia) - Refugees need to learn local language. 
● Mariam (from Georgia) - IDPs have a lack of opportunities in non-formal education. 
● Lilla - Children are growing up with racist role-models in a racist system. 
● Teona - Youth from IDP community lack of realization of their talent, defining professional 

orientation, and information about international exchange programs.  
● Jonathan- lack of balance of power, and have anti-migration policies and migrants’ 

exploitation.  
● Tomor - People from Roma communities don’t have higher education. 
● Ugur - Problem is propaganda  
● Sam - Syrian-Armenian and refuges don’t speak eastern Armenian language. 
● Astghik - Refugees and IDPs need psychological help after covering their physical need.  
● Meltem - Well educated refugees are not assessed good enough to make the most out of 

their potential. 
● Utku - Children of refugees are going to work instead of going to school 
● Natia - There is lack of economic development in IDP settlements. 
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Day 8 - 26.09.2016 
 
During the day participants reflected the whole week and evaluated learning process. Before that the 
trainer made a presentation of the whole week. They also worked individually to think what kind of learning 
needs they have in this moment.  
 
 
Session 1: Next Steps 
 
Objectives 

- The participants have an opportunity to reflect on their learning needs for the next course 
- To hear from participants about their learning needs to define priorities for second course 

 
Activities 

1. Learning needs 
The trainer gives a task to the group to think about their own individual learning needs in order to try to 
solve the problem they have defined during previous evening. After 10 minutes individual work, 
participants presented their needs and tried to cluster them 

2. Clustering 
The project coordinator summarized the learning needs and indicated that they will be the basis for the 
design of the 2nd training course. 
 
Outcomes 
The participants could think and reflect on their learning needs and provided the project coordinator with 
a general picture on how the second residential training course should be designed. 
 
 
Session 2: Evaluation 
 
Objectives 

- The participants have an opportunity to remember the sessions of the week 
- The participant have a space to share their feelings and impressions for the week in the whole 

group 
 
Activities:  

1. Recall the program of the week 
The trainer made a PowerPoint presentation of the whole process of the week to remind the participants 
of all what has happenend. 

2. Back to Expectations 
The trainer gave to the participants the expectations that they had formulated on the first training day. 
They had to find their expectations on the floor, pick it up and discuss in the small groups whether their 
expectations have been fulfilled or not. Afterwards they briefly shared with the whole group. 

3. Dixit Cards 
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The trainer brings and put Dixit cards on the floor, and asks participants to choose one of them, and 
according to this card to talk and express fillings and impressions that she/he had about the training 
course. 

4. Final evaluation form 
The participants were asked to use the time in the afternoon to personally continue their reflection on their 
learning achievements and their feedback to the organizers and to fill-in the online evaluation form that 
was just send to them. 
 
Outcomes 
Comments from the participants as formulated on the final evaluation session: 

- Would be better to have more openness in the croup 
- None of my negative expectations came true 
- More time would be better for the whole programme 
- There were no fears inside me during the week 
- Learning aims and expectation were fulfilled 
- I had also fun 
- Almost 100% of expectations became true 
- There was nothing that we expected negative 
- I got inspired 
- One expectation about learning about breaking stereotypes down, didn’t really come true 
- That’s great that we will meet again at the seminar in Georgia 
- Format and methodology was nice 
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4 Annex: Activities, Energizers and Workshops  
 
Energizers: 

1. Toaster - https://goo.gl/G51z7u 
2. Rock, Paper and Scissors -  https://goo.gl/YnMmZF 
3. Color and the part of the body -  the trainer says a certain color and the part of the body and 

participants should find this color in the room and touch with this part of the body to this color. 
 

Other Materials: 
4. Walk and Talk/Questions - https://goo.gl/qCchrV 
5. Universal Declaration of Human Rights - https://goo.gl/uo7acP 
6. Comfort Zone - https://goo.gl/LYpceH 
7. Terms and Definitions - https://goo.gl/7jNCw0 
8. Statements for “Inclusion and Diversity Carousel” -  https://goo.gl/lyTrJ4 
9. The presentation on  Inclusion, Diversity and Participation - https://goo.gl/LZQato 

 


